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      Rise Up
ANDRA DAY

      This is the Life 
AMY MACDONALD

      Send Me on My Way
RUSTED ROOT

      Changes 
FAUL & WAD, PNAU

      Pause 
EVAN MORGAN 

      Paradise 
MEDUZA FT. DERMOT KENNEDY

      Here Comes The Sun
THE BEATLES 

      Can’t Hold Us 
MACKLEMORE & RYAN LEWIS

      Sun is Shining 
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS

      We Found Love
RIHANNA & CALVIN HARRIS

      Wildest Dreams
TAYLOR SWIFT 

      Something's Got A
Hold On Me
ETTA JAMES

12 Year Anniversary Playlist 
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In this crazy world that we all live in, it's not often that we stop, reflect and celebrate. This was

the original idea behind this Weekend. It hit us that we had been running for 10 years with so

many successes, challenges, heartache and joy, but most importantly, lifelong friendships. We

wanted to bring the amazing staff members, players and parents that have passed through the

doors of SotoTennis Academy together, back at our base in the heart of Sotogrande to

celebrate the past 10, well now 12 years!

 

For those of you that have been able to come and celebrate with us, thank you. For those of

you who haven’t quite managed to make it this time, you are still a big part of Team Soto, and

are always welcome. Please do remember that.

 

Once we got some momentum and realised that we were going to welcome back so many of

you to celebrate in style, we wanted to use this platform to help as many people and tennis

players as possible, through fundraising for two causes that are incredibly meaningful to us. 

 

Our first charity, Alzheimer's Society UK, is an amazing organisation that is doing so much good

work. This is particularly close to our hearts, with the diagnosis of Dan's Mum back in 2018.

 

Our second charity is the Be KOOL Foundation that we have proudly launched, which really is

at the heart of everything we do here at SotoTennis Academy: providing opportunities and an

environment for children to develop a 'tennis life'. We have already been able to help 8

Ukrainian families during this difficult time in their homeland, and 17 children in Kenya

alongside their brilliant coach, Arnold. Lastly, we are supporting many young tennis players

around the world. Your support of the weekend, whether in-person or from a distance, will go a

long way to help, so thank you.

 

We feel very fortunate to do what we do and meet the wonderful individuals and families that

we spend so much time with. The memories and experiences will last a lifetime.

 

Thank you for being Team Soto, and welcome back to beautiful Sotogrande!

 

Control the Controllables,
 
Dan and Vicki
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Welcome!
Welcome Team Soto - past, present and new!
 
Our Anniversary Weekend is finally here after a globally

challenging two years with the pandemic. We are so

excited to welcome you!





Weekend Itinerary
10th - 12th June 2022

Friday 10th

Saturday 11th

Sunday 12th

Vieve Living Tie Break Tens Doubles  

& Team Soto Barbecue

16.00 - late

El Octogono Club de Tenis y Padel

Five-a-Side Football 

10.00 - 13.00

Adolfo's Football Pitch, 10 Calle Faisán 

The Peninsula Charity Gala

20.00 - late 

Gigi's Beach Chiringuito, Paseo Del Mar

Brunch & Beach Games

11.00 - onwards

 La Brisa, Paseo Del Mar 
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After graduating, Dan turned pro, becoming British Doubles number 1, and playing Wimbledon twice, while Vicki began her

newsreading career. After retiring, Dan started coaching the juniors at Edgbaston Priory Club in Birmingham and fell in love with

helping the next generation. He worked with many top juniors in the UK including the recent Men's Doubles quarter-finalist at

Roland Garros, Lloyd Glasspool, before the vision for STA was born.

You will often hear Dan and Vicki talking about 'tennis being a vehicle' to help take you through your life. They are living proof of

this from their relationship, to the skills required to run an International Tennis Academy. They really do have our beautiful sport to

thank!

SotoTennis Academy is built on the foundations of their family values back in Ebchester and Birmingham, and you will also often

hear Dan describe how thankful he is for the failures and challenges he endured as a younger player. This all led to wanting to set

up not just any Tennis Academy, but an Academy where each and every player walking through the gates felt special and part of

our 'tribe', with a clearly defined idea of what success looks like for each player on and off the court. 

Our Journey
For our founders, Dan & Vicki Kiernan, tennis has been their lives since

they were young children. Dan was one of the best juniors in the world,

winning the World U14 Doubles Championship. He left his North East

home at 14 to train full-time at the LTA's national tennis centre, so he

knows all about the dedication and commitment of our young players and

their parents.

Vicki played juniors to a national level before earning a full tennis

scholarship to US College. They met working at Wimbledon in 2000, while

on summer break from their respective US college teams in Louisiana,

McNeese State University and Louisiana State University. 

The idea to set up SotoTennis Academy was actually conceived in

Sotogrande itself, during a boat trip from the beautiful marina!

Despite having a clear vision of the environment they believed they could

create for aspiring tennis players, up until this point, it was still a pipe dream.

It was in August 2009, sitting on that boat sailing out of the port, that their

dream started to become a possible reality.

Joined by their friend and fellow tennis player Nick Morgan, Dan spent the

next 6 months visiting tennis clubs in the Costa Del Sol, but kept returning

to Sotogrande. With its safe gated community, beautiful setting,

accessibility to airports and tournaments in Europe, and its sporting

prestige, it really is the ideal setting.

At this point we have to say a big thank you to Ian McDougall from El

Octogono Club de Tenis y Padel. With his agreement for us to lease courts

at his beautiful club, we now had a location... SotoTennis Academy was

born!

Where We Started
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STA's Original Three
Dave Hodgetts, Rob Carter and Josh Ward-Hibbert

In May 2010, with Vicki expecting their second child, they quit their jobs and moved to Soto to set up the Academy - however,

you can't call yourself an Academy without any players! Vicki always says "one of the biggest achievements of STA was

convincing 3 junior players and their parents to put their trust in us: a brand new tennis academy in southern Spain." Dan always

says their number one attribute was their "naivety" to believe it was possible!

Our first three players, or the "Original 3" as they are fondly known, moved over from the UK in September 2010. David Hodgetts,

Rob Carter and Josh Ward-Hibbert began their full time training programmes at STA with Dan as their tennis and S&C Coach,

assisted by Nick from the UK.

Our next steps... Grand Slam success!
Within 12 months, the three had grown to 8, and Dan was also no longer coaching on his own. We were a team! Coaches

Nathan Rooney and Dominik Mahboubi spent their first day watching Josh Ward-Hibbert win his first round match at Junior

Wimbledon. He served the fastest-ever recorded serve for a junior at Wimbledon (134mph) before losing to a certain Dominic

Thiem in Round Two. Not a bad start boys! This was to be the start of an exciting two years at the Grand Slam events.
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January 2012 really was when STA was born. Without this crazy 3 week trip to Australia, and the amazing

coverage on our social media and in turn the press, STA may never have made it past 2012!

Dan travelled to Australia with 4 players, 2 of which qualified for their first ever Grand Slam in Freddie Nielsen and

Valeria Savinykh. In the Juniors, Josh completed his journey from 600 ITF to top 10 junior in the world in just 18

months, cemented with his quarter-finals appearance in the singles in Melbourne. He then teamed up with GB's

Liam Broady to win the 2012 Australian Open Boys Doubles. Dan and Vicki blogged and they vlogged and they

got the word out there. We were starting to get known.

We are proud of all of the players achievements on and off the court, but this will always be a special three

weeks, as it kick-started the next 10 years!

 

2012-2022: A Decade of Growth
Since 2012, STA has continued to grow, improve and adapt to

the changing needs of our players. Throughout this brochure

you will find a few of the Academy's highlights and player

achievements of the past 12 years, including more Grand Slam

successes and Fed Cup and Davis Cup appearances.

We currently look after more than 80 players at the Academy

from our Minis up to Pro Players. Top players visit us for training

blocks, including GB's Dan Evans and WTA World Number 1 Iga

Swiatek, and most recently, top 25 WTA Tamara Zidansek and

World Number 1 wheelchair doubles player Gordon Reid.

Our commitment to provide the best training environment for our

players to be the best they can be on and off the court is as

strong as ever, and we are still only getting started!
STA 12 YEAR ANNIVERSARY |11 



A Final Note from Vicki
We can´t tell you how grateful we are to everyone that

has passed through the doors of STA these past 12

years.
 

To our Access Players - your time with us could be 1 day,

or every school holiday, but we always try to make your

experience at STA a positive and enjoyable one. If we

can make an impact on your tennis, whether it be your

forehand, your mental game, your physical development,

or your outlook on this sport we love, no matter how

small, then we have done our job.
 

To our Full Time Players - where do we start? You are

STA. You are the carriers and the heartbeat of our

environment. We are so proud of each and every one of

you.

To our STA Parents - thank you for trusting us. Without

your commitment and drive to provide the opportunity for

your child, we are nothing. 
 

To our amazing Coaches and Off-Court Team - we owe

you the biggest thank you. Long days on court,

weekends sacrificed, tournament trips away from

families, the time you have given up and the knowledge,

energy, and passion you have given to STA and the

players is impossible to quantify. Your impact will live on

far longer than your time here. 
 

Lastly to Dan - the driving force behind everything at STA.

Your passion, dedication and work ethic to keep

improving the Academy, to do your best by our players,

parents and staff is unrivalled. Your ability to keep driving

us forward to create the best environment we can, even

on a bad day, is inspiring to us all. 
 

The friendships, personalities and careers (in tennis and

in other fields) we have watched develop within the STA

family through the years fills us with such joy and pride.

Dan and I have learnt so much from you all,

professionally and personally, and made so many

amazing friends. 
 

Sotogrande is a special place, and you have all helped

create a special Academy here, making lifelong friends

along the way. We hope that when you look back on

your time with us, it is filled with special memories.
 

Remember, wherever you are and whatever you are

doing, there is always someone from STA at the end of a

phone who has your back.
 

Always #teamsoto12 | STA 12 YEAR ANNIVERSARY



Experiences and Memories is where the real beauty of this amazing life is. We all

experience good, bad and indifferent things in our life, but each memory is

special. It is unique to you, and in turn it is unique to SotoTennis.

One of our ideas from the weekend is that we collect as many stories/memories

as we can from players, parent and staff members from Team Soto, whether it is

the story you want to forget or the one that always puts a big smile on your face on

that gloomy day. Please spend a few minutes jotting it down by scanning the QR

code below - you can give names or you can write anonymously. 

SotoTennis
Academy
Stories
Our idea is to collect all of these stories and bring them together in a SotoTennis

Academy book, which will be sold to raise money for our amazing charities whilst

your memories are kept safe and alive for years to come. A win-win right?

So before you skip to the next page, scan the code 

and spend a few minutes writing away... 

(don't worry about the spelling, 

as our writer will fix all of this!).

Thanks for sharing!
STA 12 YEAR ANNIVERSARY |13 







Junior Grand Slam

Multiple Top Juniors 
in the World

Top 100

100s of 100s of 
ITF Pro Circuit 

Titles 

SotoTennis Academy 
CHAMPIONSCHAMPIONS WIMBLEDON

QUARTER FINALIST OF

US COLLEGE
50+50+
SCHOLARSHIPS

CHAMPIONSCHAMPIONS
National

Numerous

GRANDGRAND
SLAMSLAM

Appearances

Main Draw

Junior Titles
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of lives changed and
great people created

Players

Globally Travelled to 
80+ Countries 
as an Academy 'Too many to count'

Local
Tournament

Titles

1 0 0 0 s  o f
H a p p y  P l a y e r s

and, as always,

1 Team Soto!

An Award-Winning Podcast 

100s

Players

listened to in

130+ Countries

Achievements Since 2010 
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Keeping Opportunities Open for Life.

Two of our big passions here at STA have been to

provide opportunity and environment to those who

have a strong desire and an unconditional effort to

live a 'tennis life'. 

We strongly believe in the equation:

unconditional effort + opportunity & environment
will always equal success

Not every player will have the opportunities to access

the correct environment to strive towards their goals.

This is what this Foundation is all about: being able to

provide the opportunity for young, talented players

who are not in the position to be able to themselves. 

The Foundation has  been running for many years,

but we are now launching it officially so that we can

make a bigger impact on the lives of more children,

follow our hearts, and use the platform of STA to be

able to do this. 

To date, we have been able to support 17 players and

their coach in Kenya, 8 players from Ukraine here at

the Academy, and many players throughout the past

12 years who would not be able to access an

Academy environment without help removing

financial and other barriers.

Thank you for helping us to kick-start the official Be

KOOL Foundation which we hope is going to impact

hundreds of children globally as it grows and

develops.

Wouldn't it be Kool to help young players that

deserve this opportunity for a life in tennis?

Be KOOL 
Foundation 
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US
College
One of my favourite quotes is
'aim to make lots of people rich,
and you may get the odd
millionaire.'
This is very much our philosophy at

STA, and the 'getting rich' part is very

much the opportunity to get a US

College Scholarship. 

As Vicki and I know personally, it is

an incredible experience. It is also a

great 'bridge' into the Pro game, as

we have seen with Lloyd Glasspool

going from Academy player to US

College, to Academy Pro Player. He

currently sits inside the world's top

50 male doubles players.

Did you know if US College was a

country, it would be second behind

Spain for producing players inside

the world's top 250 ATP? The WTA

Tour is also catching up quick with

their successes. On top of this, you

get an amazing education, and

meet friends and networks for life.

We are so proud to have now had

more than 50 STA students go onto

US College with scholarships, and

95% of them have turned into

fantastic success stories on and off

the court.

 

A big thank you to Sarah Borwell

and Tennis Smart for all her support

over the past 12 years in helping our

players through the rigorous

university recruitment process - but

once there, it is worth it!

STA taught me not only how

to be a team player, but also

a leader. The qualities that I

developed while being at

the Academy for two years

put me in a position where I

was able to go to US college

and captain my team in my

second year. 

 

Since then, the Wayne State

Tennis Programme has

flourished, and this year the

team went from unranked

nationally at the start of the

season to runner-up in the

NCAA’s final.

 

 
Dom Spicer

Dan
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Live Auction Prizes
GREAT BRITAINGREAT BRITAIN
DAVIS CUPDAVIS CUP
TEAMTEAMSigned T-shirt

Signed 2019 GB Davis Cup T-shirt. The item is

signed by the entire team which consisted of

Andy Murray, Dan Evans, Kyle Edmund,

Jamie Murray, Neal Skupski and Leon Smith.

In 2019, the event took place at La Caja

Mágica. 

This was the first year of the 'new' Davis Cup

format, which saw all participating teams

congregate at one venue and battle it out for

the overall title. GB fell in the semi-finals to

Spain, who went on to win the event 

that year. 

Approximate Starting 

Bid: €200.00

'Imerelli Jewelry is a fine jewelry line specialising

in timeless, handcrafted pieces designed with

love in Spain."

Imerelli owner Katerina Berezhna was born in

Ukraine and raised in Sotogrande. The winning

bid for Imerelli's Gold Tennis Necklace - 18k

Gold Plated Stainless Steel, Cubic Zirconia - will

go directly towards supporting young Ukrainian

tennis players and their families.

Approximate Starting Bid: €80.00
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'Jet Board Limited is the first global jet board

specialist company. The pioneer and only

provider of all brands of Jet Boards."

This family prize includes 2 one hour Mertek

Board Sessions for children (over 8 years old),

and 2 one hour Waveshark Jet Board sessions

for adults/over 16s. 

Starting Bid: €300.00

"Opened  in  1974  and  or ig ina l ly  known

as  Las  Aves ,  Valder rama  has  been

consis tent ly  ranked  as  the  number  1

gol f  course  in  Cont inenta l  Europe  s ince

the  la te  80 ’s ,  and  has  been  inc luded  in

the  Top  100  in  the  World  s ince  1990.  

The  fa i rways  have  been  descr ibed  by

top  pros  and  leading  gol f  wri ters  as

the  best  in  Europe,  i f  not  the  wor ld .  I t

i s  not  an  easy  course  –  nor  was  i t

in tended  to  be.  I t  i s  designed  so  as  to

cal l  for th  thought  and  precis ion  for

every  shot . "

This  pr ize  i s  a  Four  Bal l  at  Valder rama

with  buggies ,  and  can  be  played  at

any  t ime  of  the  year  dur ing  v is i tor 's

tee  t imes .

Approximate Starting Bid: €800.00

Live Auction Prizes
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"At the westernmost point of the Costa del Sol in

sunny, southern Spain, where world-class golf

courses roll down to the Mediterranean Sea, SO/

Sotogrande awaits your arrival. Sheltered from

inquisitive eyes in the Andalusian countryside, live life

the Spanish way for a family holiday, golf vacation or

spa break at this brand new 5-star wellness retreat."

This prize is a two night stay at SO/ Sotogrande for 2

people, with breakfast included.

Approximate Starting Bid: €400.00

This prize is a Romantic Amalfi Coast Break for two.

Your choice of a 3-night weekend or 4-night

weekday stay to experience the splendour of the

beautiful Amalfi Coast, with its dramatic coastlines,

precipitous mountains, stunning vertical

landscapes sprinkled with lush forests, and

picturesque villages. 

Your accommodation is a charming and newly

renovated apartment located in the heart of Amalfi,

consisting of a bedroom and a living room with a

fully equipped kitchen and a fantastic balcony

overlooking one the cutest squares. 

Not only will you be seduced by the spectacular

views, but also by the tantalizing flavours of the

local cuisine, from freshly caught seafood to

handmade pasta to sweet limoncello! 

Starting Bid: €1,150.00

Live Auction Prizes
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For those of you that don't fancy bidding in our Live Auction, and for those who are not

able to make the Gala Evening, we are also hosting an Online Auction! All the proceeds

raised from the exciting prizes go directly to our chosen charities, so why not make a

donation towards some fantastic causes by bidding for something that catches your eye!

Our Online Auction prize list is full of once-in-a-lifetime opportunities and bespoke

adventures. From exclusive dining and sporting experiences and memorabila, including a

signed racket from Dominic Thiem, through to luxury spa access and idyllic holidays, we

hope there is something for everyone. You can browse the prizes and make your bids by

scanning the QR code below.

STA's 12 Year Anniversary Online Auction will close at 22.00 on Sunday 19th June 2022,

so make sure you get your bids in before then to not miss out! 
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Online Auction





Aus
Open
2012
Ah, memories! I now have page 70 of
Andy Murray's biography to remind me
of this... 

I'll start this story where it ended: with
us on Rod Laver Arena in Andy Murray's
box. Yes, the place he shouts at his
team (it's scary!), as he played Novak
Djokovic in the epic 4h 54 mins semi-
final, losing in 5 tight sets. Djokovic went
on to beat Nadal in almost 6 hours in the
final 2 days later.

It started with me travelling over to

Melbourne to help British Juniors Josh

Ward-Hibbert, the player I coached, and

Liam Broady, who I was helping Mark

Hilton with at the time. For good measure,

I was also helping Freddie Nielsen in

Men's Qualifying and Valeria Savinkyh in

the Women's Qualifying Event. 

Week 1 of the Junior Event was a 2 hour

train journey away from Melbourne Park -

needless to say, I didn’t sleep much

those 2-3 weeks! It was worth it, as not

only was it an experience and memory I

will have forever, but it was the defining

factor that lead to STA happening and

lasting 12 years to date. 

I really believe that the exposure the

Academy received from the results we

got that trip was incredible and put STA

on the map. Freddie and Valeria both 

 qualified for their first ever Grand Slam

Singles, and in the Juniors, Josh made

the quarter-finals of the singles before

joining Liam to become the Boys

Doubles Australian Open Champions!

Incredible.

Straight after the match, we got to the

locker rooms and there was a note from

Andy Murray: "Well done boys and Dan,

here are 3 tickets for my box tonight on

RL for the Novak semi-final". Legend!

Dan
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Wimbledon
2019
The smell of the green grass being
freshly cut, strawberries and cream,
the rain, the village, the rose and
crown pub. The buzz of SW19, the
most special place in the world in
early summer, and for those who
have the privilege to 'work' there as
a player or as a coach, it is the
pinnacle of your career.

I have had that fortune on numerous

occasions, but it never gets old, as every

year is unique. 2019 was all of those things,

but it looked as if our Wimbledon journey

that year was going to end at the Bank of

England as Evan Hoyt lost a tight first round

Qualifying singles match, where 256 Men

and Women fight for their right to play on

the hallowed turf at AELTC.

As you do when your player loses, I started

looking on Skyscanner for our flight home.

While I did that, and Evan got some physio

treatment, the beep on his phone went off. t

was Leon Smith, the LTA's Head of Men's

Tennis, letting Evan know that he had

received a Wild Card

into the Men's Doubles

with Luke Johnson. Cancel 

the flights, inform our families, 

find accommodation, and most 

importantly get the credentials that get you

in to be a part of greatest event on earth.

 

Luckily, Eden Silva had asked Evan to play

in the Mixed Doubles event. We didn't give

this much thought, as we didn't think they

would get into the event.

 

After losing in round one of the Men's

Doubles, it was finally time to go back

home, but wait, not so fast… 

The news that Evan and Eden had gained

a WC into the Mixed Doubles Event came

through - they were playing Paes/Stosur,

who have 26 Grand Slams between them!

Another great experience.

 

I didn't see it coming as Evan and Eden

took out these legends. Onto Round 2. I

flew the family over, as it had been weeks

since I'd seen them. They came on Middle

Saturday to watch a straight sets - and dare

I say, easy win. Into the second week of

Wimbledon. "I feel like a pro" Evan said, as

he flicks between radio and TV interviews

as the longest lasting GB Player in

Wimbledon 2019!

Now the big one: 

Court 2 on BBC TV. The 

whole Academy full of 

inspired and excited players, 

parents and coaches watching 

from base, and 'that shot' . Eden Silva

played a point that made the highlight reels

far and wide, and another top pair fall by the

wayside. Hoyt/Silva are the new darlings of

SW19!

 

The Quarter Finals saw a 7/5 7/6 loss to the

eventual winners, Dodig/Chan, having

been 5-2 up in both sets. No disgrace, but

disappointment all the same, no matter

what level of tennis you play at. That night

really brought home that it's all about the

process. 

This young man from Wales and young girl

from Essex had had the run of their lives at

the most prestigious tennis tournament in

the world, yet life hadn't changed. We still

needed to book flights home, we still

needed to plan and work for the next

tournaments. The reflection on this

achievement and memory is the true

success of it, but players out there know

that the journey is where the real enjoyment

is.

Dan

The whole Wimbledon run with
Eden in 2019 was incredible. To be
able to share that experience with
all my family, friends and team was
amazing. No doubt, it will always be
one of my fondest tennis memories.
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Davis
Cup
One of my biggest regrets from my
playing career is never earning the
Davis Cup selection. I am a team guy,
hence the higher success in doubles
than singles - and I hope hence STA!
So when the opportunity came for
me to join Peter Bothwell and Team
Ireland for their tie in Oslo, Norway, it
was a dream come true. With both
sides of my family coming from
Ireland, pulling on the Irish green
meant a lot.
 

Tennis tends to be a lonely sport, so for

these players to have a week of

support and team activity is so

welcomed. The task was huge, playing

against Norway who had Casper Ruud,

now ranked 8 ATP,  and 300 ATP Victor

Durasovic. Pete at 670 ATP was

leading the lineup for Ireland, and was

first up in a hostile atmosphere against

the Norwegian number 2. 

What a performance! He won in

straight sets to put Ireland 1-0 up.

Despite good fighting and being 5-4 up

against Ruud in the next singles match,

Ireland lost the tie, but another memory

for life was born and I thank everyone

at Tennis Ireland for allowing me to

play a very small part.

I am delighted that fellow STA full-time

player Osgar O´Hoisin has earned this

right too. Even though I've not been to

a tie with him, I know he values this

above and beyond anything else in his

tennis life. Bleed Green! 

Dan

One of my dreams as a young kid growing

up was to play Davis Cup for Ireland. Dan

and the entire STA Team were instrumental

in helping me to achieve this dream. I will

always be thankful for the belief and

confidence Dan instilled in me on the tennis

court. 

Aside from the countless improvements I

made as a tennis player at STA, what is so

special to me about the Academy and what

sets it apart, is the environment that has

been created by the coaches, players and

staff. The tennis philosophies and lessons

taught extend well beyond the tennis court,

to produce players who understand the

importance of values such as dedication,

humility, professionalism and perseverance.

As such, it is no surprise that STA produces

not only great tennis players, but great

people.

Osgar O'Hoisin

There's no better feeling than
representing your country in the Davis
Cup. It gave me great confidence
having Dan on the sideline for the
whole weekend to share that
experience with me - fantastic to win
the first singles rubber, but came up a
little bit short against Casper Ruud.

Peter Bothwell
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Breaking
Top 100
The holy grail of tennis:
ATP/WTA Top 100. Why? Well,
this leads to financial security
due to getting into the 4 annual
Grand Slams in tennis. This is
where the economics finally
make sense in our industry.
 

"She was only 99 in the world" I've
heard people say. Now, for a
moment, think about the 99th best
in other industries (football player,
lawyer, doctor, businesswoman
and so many more). Would that be
impressive? I'm sure it would, but
for some reason in tennis, we have
this awful habit of knocking those
that aren't number one - Tim
Henman jumps to my mind at this
point.
 
Valeria Savinykh arrived at STA
ranked 290 WTA with a clear goal
of becoming top 100. If anyone
deserved to make that milestone,
it was Valeria. Work, work, work
and more work. She taught us
what it takes - the daily demand ,
the belief, the resilience - and as
she won that first round WTA
match in Colombia in March 2012,
it moved her to 99 in the world. 

We were able to celebrate this
achievement with a nice dinner
and glass of wine together in
Sotogrande Port, before racing off
to the next challenge, the next
hurdle, the next goal and demand. 

Welcome to Tennis!

Dan
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Progress
Tour

Barry Fulcher, who is a good friend of mine, has
worked tirelessly to bring more competition
opportunities in the UK, with both prize money
and a level-based format which guarantees
multiple matches for each player. This is the
sort of initiative I want to get behind, as his
intentions and concept are spot on. 

In 2019, we agreed to run a Progress Tour event

at the Academy over the October Half Term

break. Barry said we would do well to get 30

entrants - I promised 50 (we had 55). The

following year, everyone said we would do well to

get 40 with the pandemic - I said we would get 60

(we had 67), and last year in 2021 we were

challenged to hit 60 again - we promised 70 (and

had 78!).

 

This will now always be an annual Academy

event, and we have the amazing team at

SotoTennis to thank for that. It is no ordinary

event, from the welcome bags for the competitors

to the friendly atmosphere, as well as our amazing

sponsors and photographers. 

The players are made to feel special, our Ball

Crew rock it every year, and our young referee

and coach Ollie delivers alongside Barry what we

say on the tin. The Poke Bowls & Paella are to die

for and the commentary on our Instagram Lives is

to die laughing at. If you haven’t experienced it,

make sure you do!

 

We are already excited for a bigger and better

event in 2022!

Dan
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How do you set up a podcast?
 
All you need is 8 weeks at home in lockdown, a
naïve brain that thinks you can do anything if you
put your mind to it, and a long list of mates who can
help connect you to people that are far more
brilliant and interesting than yourself.

Then find yourself a wife who is an editing Queen
and a Team behind you that drives forward the
amazing content.
 
I'm lucky to have all the above and a brilliant initial
co-host in John McGahon who I set up Control the
Coronables with during the 2020 lockdown. It
seemed a fun name at first, but we quickly realised
that it carried a sensitivity, so Control the
Controllables was born.

Control The Controllables

From our first ever guests Freddie Nielsen
and Jonny Marray, to Nick Bollettieri, Iga
Swiatek and 162 more, it has been
nothing but a pleasure to have these
conversations that we hope entertain,
energise and educate the tennis
community. I know for selfish reasons I am
all of the above when having these chats.
 
As we have moved into 'normal' life again,
John is no longer a co-host, but we
continue to carry the baton and are not
looking to stop any time soon.
 
Our motivation remains the same, to
entertain, energise and educate everyone
who listens, and we'd like to take this
opportunity to thank every guest who has
given up their time to tell their tennis story,
Of course a big thank you also to
everyone one who voted for us to be
Tennis Podcast of the Year 2021 at the
Sports Podcast Awards.

If you have any guest ideas, or ideas about
how we can improve, we are all ears!

www.controlthecontrollables.com    |    @ctc.podcast    |    ctc.podcast@sototennis.com

Control The Controllables, Dan



We would like to take this opportunity to
thank all of our amazing partners and friends
who have made this celebration weekend
possible.
 

Our concept was always to have our event
partners as those who are close to our hearts
here at SotoTennis Academy.
 

Peninsula as our Title Sponsor is run by John
Bassadone, who is a business partner here
at STA, and whose 3 children are Academy
players. 
 

Vieve Living run by Genevieve Pantin is one
of Dan and Vicki's best friends, and has been
a big supporter of STA for the past 12 years.
 

The 5-a-side Football Event is taking place at
Adolfo Aldana's house, a former Real Madrid
and Spain footballer, but more importantly a
great friend of the Academy after 8 years of
playing weekly 5-a-side in his garden!
 

Our amazing Gala Evening singer Grace
Farrell was coached by Dan for many years
and sang at Dan and Vicki's wedding as a
12-year-old. Dan heard her talent on the
indoor courts in Birmingham many a year
ago and she is now singing in the West End!
 

Our fabulous photographer Chaney Norton
was one of the very first Full-Time players at
the Academy back in 2011!
 

The current Team at the Academy have
worked tirelessly to make this a special event
for everyone. There are too many to name,
but a big STA thank you to all of Team Soto
and our wonderful partners.

Thank
You
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